
ATLAS/IPM Webinar #5 - Preparing for Testing
Ques # Webinar Question Response

1 Premium Town Code is currently a required field on the 

batch file for claims reporting.  Does this format need to 

be updated?  If yes, will new specifications be sent for 

required fields?

Premium Town code is no longer required for IPM processing and will be removed 

from the interface.  This will also remove the "Update Premium Town Code" 

transaction.  This will NOT affect SDIP reporting.  Premium Town Code is still a field 

within the SDIP interface.

2 If a vehicle is registered commercially, and insured on a 

personal policy, do all listed trailers need to be 

reported?

The trailer rule as currently articulated does not address this specific case. In 

general, the trailer needs to be used commercially and insured by a commercial 

policy in order to qualify for reporting to the RMV.

3 Would it be possible to turn off the reporting 

requirements and registration revocation letters for 

trailers prior to the November release?

Any change in reporting requirements will not be implemented prior to the 

November release. A carrier is not required to report any private passenger insured 

trailer.  Registration revocation processing will likely not start at launch but be 

initiated on a schedule (TBD) post launch.

4 Does the website show how to fill out the new RMV 

form?

The RMV will publish instructions for the new Registration and Title Application by 

the end of June/2019.

5 If we already have an electronic RMV form can we 

change the signature on the new RMV form already on 

file with the RMV?

No, the form is changing so you will need to reprogram your system to print the new 

form.  If you have an approved electronic insurance stamp, this will be valid to use 

on the new form. (Note: you should review the "Get Ready" transaction that is part 

of the EVR program as this will provide you with a completed PDF version of the new 

Registration and Title Application.)

6 But we can start using the new form 6/21? No.  The new Registration and Title Application form will not be accepted at RMV 

service centers until the ATLAS R2 launch - 11/12/2019.  The dates for retiring the 

old RMV-1 and old RMV-3 form have not been finalized.  Old form versions will be 

only be accepted for a limited time (TBD) post Release 2 go live.

7 Does the registry accept scanned RMV forms? Forms submitted to RMV service centers require actual customer signatures.

8 Is RMV planning to work with MAIA again to educate 

agents on RMV form?

Yes, the RMV has socialized the new form with MAIA and will continue to work with 

them on its rollout.

RMV1 Form Updates

Premium Town Code

Trailer Reporting
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9 Can companies create their own version of the new 

RMV1 form that can be electronically filed?  Do 

company created RMV forms have to be approved by 

anyone in the RMV?

Companies can generate a duplicate version of the new Registration and Title 

Application, but will need to be approved via the process outlined in this document: 

https://www.mass.gov/files/documents/2017/10/13/Approval%20Process%20for%

20Electronic%20Insurance%20Stamps%20and%20RMV%20Forms.pdf 

10 Will the new RMV1 document that will be posted 

6/21/19 be the final version?

The next version of the new Registration and Title Application form will be the final 

version, subject to change only by a  critical issue encountered during testing.

11 Will there be any calibrations on the new RMV form? Not sure what is being asked here.  The form is not anticipated to have a registration 

marks for smart form scanning.

12 When the new instruction for  filling out the new RMV 

are release. Will there be a conference call to vet out 

any questions the carriers have on the new form?

We will plan a webinar on the new form.

13 Why the change to only allow 10 days after cancellation 

to send revocation from the 23 days?

This was discussed at length with both carrier and agency focus groups with general 

consensus this should be scaled back from the 23 days.  Revocation processing will 

not be initiated at launch, but implemented at some point post launch - TBD.

14 What happens if a policy is sent PRIOR to the vehicle 

being registered?

The transaction will reject because there isn't a vehicle/registration and potentially 

any owner to associate it with.  Add policy transactions should continue to be 

submitted until registration is completed so the policy record can be effectively 

managed against the correct registration.  There are two potential design concepts 

that carriers can consider to improve this error situation - (a) processing the Notice 

to Carrier transactions and (b) implementing new Electronic Vehicle Registration 

(EVR) "get ready" transaction.  These options will be outlined in a separate 

document.

15 For expiring policies - does the company send 

notification that we are not renewing the policy?

There is no specific requirement to do so, but we would suggest you do in these 

circumstances. Expired policies will be reported to carriers via Notice to Carrier 

transaction.

Registration Revocation

Reporting Requirements
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16 If, after review, it is determined that a vehicle 

registration was erroneously or fraudulently stamped 

with our company stamp, is there a process for the 

company to remove our association to this vehicle? 

No, as this is a question of what was stamped on the Registration and Title 

Application. This registration would be reported to you on the Notice to Carrier 

report as a Registration without a Policy, but would NOT be reported to the 

appropriate carrier (who fraudulently used your stamp) as we do not know which 

carrier this is.  If the correct carrier who actually wrote the policy does not send a 

policy record correcting this imbalance and taking responsibility for the vehicle, the 

vehicle's registration will be revoked after the 23+10 day period.

17 Are we still considering changing the RMV reporting 

requirements to reduce the number of reporting 

errors?

A thorough review of the current errors has been made, working with focus group 

members to identify reoccurring issues and looking for root cause changes that 

could reduce error rates across the IPM processing.  Specifically with regard to the 

timing of policy add transactions being received prior to the registration transaction 

being processed, the RMV did consider accepting a pending policy record, but have 

determined that this approach is not feasible.  Please see response to Question 14 

above.

18 Does the customer still have 7 days to register a vehicle 

after purchase?  If so, will carriers continue receiving a 

hard error if the registration has not occurred yet or will 

a recycle process be implemented to check  for a 

matching registration for a given time period? 

For a new vehicle/new registration scenario, the customer cannot operate the 

vehicle until it is registered. The insurance stamp is good for 30 days, so the 

owner/registrant has (from an insurance prospective) 30 days to register the vehicle 

without obtaining a new Registration and Title form. The question here is one of 

timing where the carrier is attempting to post a policy prior to the vehicle being 

registered. This was discussed at length in the focus group and the best current 

solution is for the carrier to wait until the vehicle appears on the Notice to Carrier 

report and then send the policy update. Please see response to Question 14 above.

19 Which carrier will receive the notice to carrier? The Notice to Carrier information will be sent back to the submitting CAR-code for 

batch file or web service.  The Notice to Carrier will also be available via the 

Insurance eServices Portal for users from this CAR-code.

20 Can you provide a complete list of notice to carrier 

notifications?

While a representative list of Notice to Carrier notifications is included in the 

webinar presentation deck, the team will produce a complete list of Notice to 

Carrier notifications.  Availability TBD.

Notice to Carrier
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21 If we get the Notice to Carrier via Insurance eServices 

Portal, will we be able to click on a specific record and 

be linked to the record to submit coverage immediately 

to show  insured?

In general, yes.  Which specific fields that will have an active hyperlink to the 

appropriate record has not been finalized.

22 Will the info that was previously on the Active Vehiles 

No Policy reported and Expired Policies No Coverage 

report be updated daily now on the e-portal? or still 

monthly?

This information will be consolidated into the Notice to Carrier Report.  This 

information is available via batch file (daily), web service (real time) or Insurance 

eServices Portal (real time).

23 If already set up in MOVEit and using it, do we have to 

do additional testing?

Yes.  Even if a carrier had MOVEit set up in R1 (SDIP), MOVEit will need to be set up 

for the UMS files currently being processed and for new directories that will allow 

batch file testing to the ATLAS R2 Staging environment. 

24 When will interface partners test production 

connectivity?

Currently, the interface team is focused on establishing connectivity to the ATLAS R2 

staging environment.  Production connectivity will be established and tested starting 

10/21/2019 and must be completed prior to the start of launch weekend 

(11/8/2019).

25 Do we need to fill out any forms for RMV access if 

already completed for phase 1?

There will be some additional steps for R2 for those already established with access 

to ATLAS as part of R1.  This will relate to security roles, determining the IPM 

security roles (TBD) and will be communicated in the September time frame.

26 When will the training be done for eServices Portal?  

When will eService Portal documentation be available?

As was done in ATLAS Release 1, training for the Insurance  eServices portal will be 

via CBT/Video training that will be available in the month prior to launch.  The 

interface team will hold a demonstration webinar as soon as portal functionlaity is 

stable. 

MOVEit SFTP

Testing

Insurance eServices Portal

Batch Processing
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27 For Batch Reporting - Policy Holder and Owner License 

field - Currently we send "NOLICENSE" when the policy 

holder has no license. After ATLAS implementation - 

should we send the new license indicator filed as "N" 

along with "NOLICENSE" in the license number field?

For ATLAS, in the situation when reporting for an individual without a license, you 

should indicate this with a "N" in the license indicator field, but the license number 

field should be left blank.

28 Batch Errors: Will we have new error codes introduced 

or taken out in ATLAS or we will have the same list of 

error codes that we currently have in UMS system?  Do 

you have a date when the comprehensive list of error 

codes for the ATLAS Release 2 will be added to the IPM 

Business Process Changes on the website?

The current error processing as documented in the UMS manual will be maintained.  

This list will likely be expanded as new error conditions are considered.  A list of 

batch error codes will be produced (TBD)

29 Can the add policy and add vehicle transactions be in 

the same file?

Yes.  The order that the transactions are received is relevant to the processing.  See 

commentary from webinar re: two ways to process add policy transactions.

30 Would it be possible to publish a side by side rule 

changes between ALARS and ATLAS so that we can 

focus during our development and testing?

The interface team will consider how to produce such a document for review.

31 Is there an ETA on providing valid values, if applicable, 

for data elements returned in the Web Service 

response?

The team plans to provide this list.  No ETA at this moment.

Web Service Processing
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